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PREFACE

Preface
The Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) transformation project described in this handbook
is the largest development project in the history of the Finnish Tax Administration. It
includes all tax types, taxation processes and functionalities as well as all of the applications
used for taxation and e-services. It has a significant impact on nearly every taxpayer in
Finland and everyone working in the Finnish Tax Administration.
The major part of the transformation project has now been successfully completed. We
have ensured that taxation in Finland will continue to function effectively and reliably for
years to come, and therefore helped to secure the funding of the future Finnish society.
Enhanced E-services are already providing customers with more visibility of their data and
a wider selection of online services, making administration easier and more transparent.
Tax officers are now able to focus better on tasks that are more meaningful and their skills
have improved. Annual savings in IT costs are in the range of 15-20 million euros and the
breakeven point of the project is expected in 2021. With the COTS system, we are also able
to make tax policy changes faster and with lower costs.
Our COTS project has aroused significant interest among many tax administrations
throughout the world. The Finnish Tax Administration has hosted several individual study
visits as well as a three-day workshop with participants from over 20 different countries.
Although the project has been a success, the learning curve has still been extremely steep.
If we had known at the start of the project everything that we know now, we probably
would have done several things differently. I hope, therefore, that this handbook, drawn
from our experiences over many years, can provide useful insights and lessons learned on
all the phases and aspects of a COTS transformation project, and will provide valuable
support to anyone planning to follow a similar path.
I would like to thank everyone who has been involved in producing this comprehensive
handbook on the experiences of the Finnish Tax Administration. The work was led by Timo
Laukkanen, with the invaluable input of Jarkko Levasma, Virpi Pikkarainen, Heli
Marttinen, Tiina Miettinen and Perttu Salo as well as other colleagues involved in the
COTS project. I would also like to thank the OECD Forum on Tax Administration
Secretariat for their guidance and support.
Finally, please may I thank everyone who was involved in the Finnish Tax Administration’s
COTS transformation project. The project would not have been successful without your
expertise and commitment. You have done something remarkable and should be extremely
proud of yourselves.

Markku Heikura
1.1. Director General, Finnish Tax Administration
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Abbreviations and acronyms
API

Application programming interface

COTS

Commercial off the shelf

CRMS

Customer relationship management software

DBMS

Database management system

ERPS

Enterprise resource planning software

GUI

Graphical user interface

IT

Information Technology

PMO

Project management office

RFP

Request for Proposals

SME

Subject matter expert
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Summary
Like many tax agencies, the Finnish Tax Administration (Tax Finland) built its own tax
administration software from scratch. This software included up to two hundred different
individual software applications, all highly integrated with each other. As the whole system
of applications grew larger, it became more and more expensive to maintain and slower
and slower to change. While many IT architecture principles were implemented
thoroughly, it remained very hard to make the changes needed to adapt to the rapidly
changing environment and to changing taxpayer expectations. The system was also
becoming increasingly expensive to maintain.
In the light of this, Tax Finland executed two rounds of market research, which were
followed by a detailed internal study, to identify whether there were better alternatives
going forward. Based on the results, Tax Finland considered three different approaches.
The first one, continuing with the existing system, was not considered a realistic option.
The other two alternative approaches, which both had pros and cons, were:
•

The purchase of best-of-breed-components. These are software solutions that are
generally considered to work best for particular functions and applications; and

•

a comprehensive commercial off-the-shelf solution (COTS).

After a thorough consideration and subsequent procurement process, Tax Finland decided
to implement a COTS product. There were a number of considerations, including that:
•

COTS is a fully integrated system. This allows data to be used efficiently across
the organisation and for the standardisation of functionalities and user interfaces.
While such standardisation can result in some limitations where users desire greater
tailoring of solutions, it avoids the systems management problems that can occur
over time with non-integrated solutions

•

A COTS solution also benefits from the experiences of other users of the same
product in different organisations, which will help to ensure a stable and field-tested
system. In addition, further development of the system is carried out by all the users
together with the vendor, reducing development costs and increasing opportunities
for achieving helpful improvements.

•

The division of costs differs greatly between a COTS system and separate systems.
The initial outlay for a COTS system is significantly higher and the cost peak comes
earlier. However the decrease in costs is also quicker and the payback period
usually shorter overall.

The goal of this handbook is to provide advice and recommendations, based on Tax
Finland’s experience, for consideration when purchasing, implementing and maintaining a
COTS product. Some of the principles presented are also suitable for the development and
implementation of other types of software solution in addition to COTS.
This handbook provides background and advice on:
•

the procurement process, including the selection criteria, the drafting of the request
for proposals and the contract and specialist inputs required;
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•

the planning processes needed for a COTS transformation project, including the
project scope, scheduling and resourcing, business preparation and change
management;

•

implementation considerations including system requirements, conversion between
systems, user interfaces, testing and training; and

•

the core elements of maintenance and production support.
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1. Introduction
The implementation of a COTS taxation solution for Tax Finland in all its phases took
approximately ten years. The procurement phase started with two rounds of market research, which
was followed by an internal enterprise architecture study. (Enterprise architecture is a description
of an organisation from a business and IT perspective). A thorough evaluation of the available
COTS products was also conducted. The procurement itself was a lengthy process with several
steps, that took altogether approximately two years. These phases and steps, including Tax
Finland’s own experiences, are described in the following sections.
Following the procurement process, Tax Finland chose the supplier and the COTS taxation product.
The contract was signed for 15 years. This included the delivery of the project, ongoing licenses
to use the product, application management and future development.
Box 1.1. Cost

The total cost for 15 years, including implementation and production support, is EUR 226
million.
The Program’s total costs were EUR 130 million:
•

Delivery project and investment in licenses EUR 62 million

•

Legacy system changes and decommissioning EUR 68 million

•

Parliament granted EUR 109 million separate funding. The rest is financed from
the operating budget of the Tax Administration.

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).

1.1. Market Research on COTS Taxation Products
Tax Finland became aware of and interested in COTS taxation solutions in the early years of the
21st century. Tax Finland conducted two rounds of investigations into available COTS taxation
products in 2004 and 2007. The investigations were relatively light, including conference visits,
discussions with other revenue agencies and general research. The main outcome of these early
investigations was that the COTS taxation products available at the time were not considered to be
sufficient to address Tax Finland's needs, although they were judged to have future promise.

1.2. Enterprise Architecture Study
In 2010, Tax Finland assessed that continuing to develop its self-built software system would quite
soon result in a situation where the costs and difficulties of both maintenance and further
development would be excessive. Tax Finland therefore decided to conduct an enterprise
architecture study to understand better the taxation processes used and the functionality that was
present within the existing software system. The goal was to identify better and more efficient ways
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of working in the changing environment, including changing taxpayer expectations, as well as the
kind of tools and functionality that would be most appropriate for these purposes.
The enterprise architecture study had two major tracks. The first was to describe the major taxation
processes and their relations to each other. The second was to identify areas of functionalities that
were comparable to the functionality groups generally available in COTS suites such as enterprise
resource planning software (ERPS) and customer relationship management software (CRMS). A
large group of officials in different roles within Tax Finland participated in this work. Senior
management was also heavily involved in the study to ensure that informed decisions were made
at all levels based on the findings. An IT consultant company was also contracted to facilitate this
study. (External consultants can be helpful in providing wider perspectives and exercising a
challenge function.)
Based on the results, Tax Finland considered three different approaches. The first one, continuing
as earlier, was not considered a realistic option given the issues that had been identified. The other
two alternative approaches were using best-of-breed-components or a comprehensive COTS
solution. The idea behind best-of-breed is to select the best available general product components
to solve certain common issues in taxation, for example bookkeeping or record management. Costs,
benefits and risks were evaluated for both of these alternatives. Based on these evaluations, the use
of best-of-breed was considered to have the lowest risk since it could be done incrementally with
costs spread over time. On the other hand, the COTS alternative, while it could be phased, was a
system-wide solution. This presented the highest up-front investment but the lowest overall cost.
One aspect considered carefully by Tax Finland was the difference between the degree of vendor
lock-in between the approaches (i.e. the extent of dependence on a particular vendor and the
inability to switch vendors without substantial costs). All approaches have a certain degree of
vendor lock-in, but the degree of lock-in with a COTS product vendor is generally much higher
than with best-of-breed solutions. There is, though, some flexibility when it comes to the
implementation work for a COTS solution. Most of the organisations that have selected COTS
products can also use in-house experts to make changes to configurations, at least to some extent.
The outcomes of the selected approach have been in accordance with the initial expectations of
Tax Finland. (Of course, as only one approach could be implemented, it is difficult to assess what
the outcomes of other approaches would have been.)

1.3. Evaluation of COTS Taxation Products
The next stage was to evaluate more thoroughly the available COTS taxation products to assess
whether it would be possible to use any of them in Tax Finland’s circumstances. The concern was
that Finland's tax legislation is both very detailed and, in some areas, very complicated to apply.
Complicated legislation will often lead to a more complicated implementation process which some
products may not be able to adapt to.
The first step was to select a project team to carry out the evaluation. Leading experts from each
area of Tax Finland were selected to form part of the project team. The team included
representatives for all of the major taxation processes as well as the IT function.
The actual evaluation included the three major suppliers of COTS taxation products. To prepare
for this, Tax Finland created a list of the key features to be evaluated. Each of the three COTS
providers were then invited to give a 5-day presentation and a full demonstration of their product
based on the list of features.
After each set of presentations, which included detailed questioning, the experts in the project
group assessed whether taxation in Finland could be carried out effectively with the particular
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taxation COTS solution presented. The result was that the project group concluded that it would
be possible to carry out taxation in Finland with all of the COTS solutions that had been selected
for evaluation.
Based on the results of the enterprise architecture study and the evaluation, the executive team of
Tax Finland made the decision to start the preparations for the procurement phase. Before starting
the procurement, Tax Finland obtained approval and funding from the Ministry of Finance and
Parliament.

1.4. Procurement Principles
One of the early tasks of a COTS procurement is to formulate a procurement strategy. This strategy
sets out the most important principles that are followed in the procurement process.
Given that a procurement of this type is a huge undertaking that only happens once in a few
decades, Tax Finland decided to hire a procurement consultant to supplement in-house expertise.
The appointment of a procurement consultant was done through a short procurement process
lasting three months.
With the help of the consultant, Tax Finland drew up the procurement principles within the
procurement strategy. This was then followed by a quick re-evaluation of the taxation COTS
products available on the market. Only the three leading products had been subject to evaluation
in the earlier phase. It is very important to understand any new developments in the market before
starting a public procurement in case there are changes or issues that have arisen in relation to some
products.
Tax Finland decided to appoint one responsible supplier for the whole delivery rather than multiple
suppliers. The supplier’s responsibility was to include the implementation of the COTS system,
obtaining appropriate software licenses, the migration and conversion of data from the legacy
systems and the overall steering of third party providers, such as the providers of the legacy systems
and the existing infrastructure. Tax Finland also wanted to include the maintenance and further
development of the system into the same procurement process so that the on-going cost would be
well understood at the outset and more easily contained. The IT infrastructure needed to support
the COTS solution was to be acquired from the Government’s centralised service.
Tax Finland considered it very important to have an experienced supplier that has previously
delivered similar projects successfully. (There have been a number of examples of successful
taxation COTS projects, but also some failures.) In addition to the experience of the supplier itself,
Tax Finland considered it vitally important that key personnel who had been involved in previous
successful projects should also form part of the project team.
As set out above, the goal was to get a fully functioning and integrated COTS taxation product
rather than building a taxation system based on some reusable components. This would allow Tax
Finland to share the product maintenance and development costs with other users of the product as
well as benefit from improvements made by other users.
Tax Finland did not, therefore, want to describe the needed functionalities in great detail lest this
limit other options for achieving the goals in the most effective manner or result in discussions
whether or not something was in the scope (and the budget) of the project. Instead, it was clearly
communicated in the procurement documentation which elements of the taxation systems (rather
than functionalities) were in the scope.
As well as not constraining better outcomes that might be achievable, Tax Finland wanted to keep
the level of the tailoring of the COTS system to a minimum. This is important in helping to lower
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costs at every point of the lifecycle of the system. A detailed description of requirements would
have most likely jeopardised this target, leading to de facto tailoring. The view taken was that
supplier should be experienced enough in delivering a COTS taxation system to be able to submit
a tender that achieved the specified high-level goals.

1.5. Key Selection Criteria
The key selection criteria for choosing the COTS product supplier were derived from the
procurement principles. There were two phases to the procurement process.
In the first phase the selection criteria were focused on the COTS product and the experience of
the supplier. Tax Finland wanted to have a COTS taxation product that is widely used and a highly
experienced and successful COTS supplier, so references providing solid evidence of both of these
qualities were important. Tax Finland also wanted the supplier to be able to adapt to the Finnish
language, so this was included as a core criterion.
In the final phase, overall price, as is usually the case, was the biggest single selection criterion
with a 40% weight in the final selection. The second main selection criterion was the experience
of key personnel in previous COTS delivery projects, with particular weight given to similar
projects. Usability was also an important selection criterion. This was evaluated by having a
usability review as part of the tender scoring process. (As the functionality of the COTS solution
had already been considered during the evaluation phase, this was not considered as an important
criterion at this stage.)

1.6. Procurement Phases
The actual procurement took all together a little less than three years from the decision to proceed
to the signing of the contract and the commencement of the delivery project.
The procurement was launched in May 2012. The selected approach was a negotiation system
where in the first phase the suitable candidates were shortlisted according to the selection criteria.
In the second phase, negotiations were arranged with the shortlisted candidates. These negotiations
were highly important in giving Tax Finland insight into which requirements and contract clauses
were of critical importance and which were not. This is extremely hard to do without having a
dialogue with the suppliers. The negotiation process is also a good way to iterate versions of the
Request for Proposals (RFP), which is the document used to solicit proposals. The final RFP was
published to the candidates in the beginning of 2013 and the purchase decision was made in April
2013.
As can happen in large public procurements, there was an appeal to the Market Court on the
purchase decision. The Market Court proceedings took a little less than one year. Tax Finland was
ready to sign the contract and start the project in the spring of 2014.

1.7. Request for Proposal and Contract
One of the early decisions in producing the Request for Proposals was to write it in the form of a
draft contract. This meant that in the negotiations the supplier candidates and Tax Finland could
quickly start talking about concrete issues as regards contract wording.
In the contract structure there was a top-level frame agreement that stated the main provisions that
generally applied for all underlying contracts. The frame agreement, among other things, stated the
governance model for the co-operation between the parties and the general acceptance procedures.
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The main underlying contracts accompanying the frame agreement were:
•

The Security contract

•

The Delivery Project contract

•

The Application Management contract

•

The Additional Development Project contract

•

The COTS software contract.

Delivery Project Contract
The most detailed of the subcontracts was the Delivery Project contract. The Delivery Project
contract described the scope and requirements for the target system, i.e. the end-state system sought
by Tax Finland.
The functional requirements were written following the principle outlined above of not specifying
details beforehand, i.e. the requirements mainly concerned high-level processes and tax-type
descriptions, with a focus on the outcomes sought rather than the methods to be used to achieve
those outcomes.
There was also a general functional requirement document describing system functionality on a
high level and identifying some general functionalities needed across processes and tax types. In
addition to functional requirements, there were also requirements for quality and testing as well as
non-functional topics. Non-functional requirements include, for example, performance and
lifespan related requirements.
The Delivery Project plan also contained the project plan itself as an appendix. The project plan,
the first version of which was submitted as part of the tender, was intended to be developed further
over time as a “living document”. The first version was an initial description of the overall project,
its goals and the planned schedule of the implementation.

Pricing
Prices and the provisions for pricing for every contract were all collected to one top-level appendix.
The Delivery Project contract had a fixed price and a mechanism to price changes to the project
scope based on function point analysis (a method for estimating the size of software and the
functionality delivered to users) and the function point price (the cost of increasing the size of the
software).
The Application Management contract pricing had two parts. The first one was a fixed yearly fee
for maintenance. The second part concerned the pricing for minor developments, with a yearly
system of reserving based on estimates of person-years likely to be required. Changes are possible,
but it was clearly stated in the contract what kind of changes would incur an extra charge.
There may of course be additional development projects needed after the delivery project in order
to handle extensive changes that cannot be done within the provisions in the Application
Management contract for minor development. The pricing of additional development projects can
be based on a fixed fee, a time-and-material basis or a function point based system.

1.8. Procurement Project Roles
The procurement of a COTS taxation solution is in itself a large project. It is important to identify
the set of roles required and to select people with the right skillsets for those roles.
INTRODUCING A COMMERCIAL OFF-THE-SHELF (COTS) SOFTWARE SOLUTION © OECD 2019
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Top-level support is crucial for a successful procurement project. The procurement sets the
foundation for the delivery phase. The procurement project needs a project sponsor who is a toplevel executive able to take difficult and sometimes time-sensitive decisions and who will create a
supportive environment for the procurement project team. In Tax Finland the sponsor was Tax
Finland's Director General.
There should also be a procurement project steering group to discuss and implement necessary
decisions. In addition to the project sponsor, top-level support is also required in the steering group.
The steering group should also have representatives from all the parties that have a stake in the
project. All business areas in the tax administration, including IT, as well as Finance Ministry
representatives should be considered when selecting steering group members.
The procurement project also needs a highly skilled project manager to handle the complex
operational management process of a high-value procurement.
Several kinds of experts are needed for a COTS taxation procurement. Taxation subject matter
experts from all areas of the business are needed to write requirements and to evaluate proposed
solutions. IT expertise is also needed, although it should be noted that a COTS project is a lot less
of an IT project than most traditional software projects. This is because the aim is to specify
outcomes rather than to set detailed functional requirements that will often be tailored to specific
business users. Procurement is also an expertise in itself, including negotiation and tactical skills
as well expertise in contracts, licensing and procurement legislation.
The project will inevitably generate a lot of paper work and it will be important to have good
document management, particularly given the risks of disputes and litigation. Having a
communication specialist on the project is also worth considering given the number of interested
parties that need to be kept up-to-date on what is happening.
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2. Transformation project planning
2.1. Goals of the project
As a first step of the COTS project planning phase, it is important to reaffirm the goals of the
project. This is in order to ensure that, at all levels, there is a full and shared understanding of goals
and that everyone is bought into what is a very expensive, time and energy consuming process, and
one which has a number of significant risks including for business continuity.
In this regard, Tax Finland felt it important to set out, in a transparent way, concrete and measurable
outcomes which were linked to the goals of the project as well as the strategic goals of the
organisation itself. To ensure that the metrics are as precise and reliable as possible, the first
measurements should be done before the project starts in order to set the baseline. In a COTS
taxation project, high level goals might include: enhancing compliance; improving services to
taxpayers; and reducing costs for both taxpayers and the tax administration.
Enhancing tax compliance can be difficult to assess. Even the evaluation of the baseline value is
generally a very difficult task. One option is to split the high-level goal into more concrete and
measurable sub-goals. Some examples of more measurable sub-goals could be a decrease in errors,
an increase in on-time filing or greater use of compliance-by-design processes (such as
withholding) in some areas.
Improvements in taxpayer services can be readily seen to some extent in statistics around, for
example, the uptake of new functionalities, such as the ability to file electronic tax returns, upload
documents and interact online with the tax administration. However, establishing the impact of
such services on taxpayer satisfaction requires baseline measurements, for example through the
use of surveys and focus groups.
Reducing costs is usually quite easily measured at a high-level as regards overall tax administration
costs. There can be difficulties, though, in separating the various factors that can affect the overall
cost. The better that the costs included in the baseline are described, the easier it will be to calculate
comparable costs after a few years.
Measuring compliance burdens on taxpayers can be difficult where a tax administration does not
have a good quantitative model (although these will often be stylised to broad taxpayer classes).
Qualitative assessment can also be used, for example through the use of taxpayer surveys of the
perception of burdens. It is worth looking carefully at how effective current measures of
compliance burdens are and, if possible, making improvements prior to establishing a baseline.

2.2. Scope
The COTS transformation project scope should be derived from, and closely tied to, the underlying
issues that the project is seeking to address or improve. It should also focus on the key elements
needed to complete the COTS transformation successfully. All involved in the project should be
aware of the risks of “scope creep” which can come in at all stages.
As part of helping to avoid scope creep, it is important to be clear on the adverse outcomes if the
work is not done or if the project is delayed. If possible, other simultaneous changes in the
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organisation should be avoided. Where this is not possible, such changes should be subject to
rigorous change management procedures including the identification and mitigation of risks.
When planning ahead on the roll-out projects, a best practice is to prioritise any pending change
requests with the original scope to see if there are elements of the original scope that can be
postponed, trimmed or even removed from the project.
A detailed scope document, setting out the business critical priorities, will help the project team to
keep a strong focus on what the COTS transformation aims to achieve and what is not in scope.
The document should be reviewed with key stakeholders and management periodically to maintain
a common understanding and to help avoid inadvertent scope creep.
Tax Finland's implementation project scope included all the tax types and taxation functionalities
of Tax Finland, for example registration, internal financial information, tax audit, collection,
revenue and refund accounting. After the final implementation project, all of these taxation
functionalities were to be performed solely by the COTS system.
While there is typically a lot of technical work related to implementing a COTS project, the
importance of engaging with a wide range of stakeholders on all aspects of the project scope should
not be underestimated.
A COTS project scope will usually cover at least the following task areas:
•

COTS product implementation, including:
‒

the design, development and testing of existing features and functions that need
to be replaced with the COTS system

‒

the design, development and testing of new features and functions that will be
built during the transformation project to the new COTS solution

•

data conversion from legacy applications to the COTS system, including data
extractions and possible data clean-up

•

legacy or third party software changes that need to be done because of the transition
to COTS

•

the decommissioning of legacy applications and transition planning

•

system integration (inbound and outbound)

•

planning for the transition period including go-live preparation and support

•

ongoing support after “go-live” (for an agreed period)

•

technology and environments (e.g. development, testing, staging and production)

•

organisation, roles and planning for resource changes that will be necessary on the
move to COTS

•

related change management activities such as communication, training and
recruitment

•

tasks related to non-functional requirements that ensure continuity, availability and
performance, as well as the robustness of the external and internal system security
including as regards meeting data protection requirements.
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2.3. Schedule
The schedule is built off the scope and expected outcomes. When planning the schedule, it is
important to allow for a project duration that minimises implementation and business continuity
risks.
COTS implementation projects that include several tax types and features are seldom a “big bang”
type of project (i.e. one go-live date for all planned changes). Instead, the project is usually broken
down into several go-live events and the sequencing of smaller projects to ensure that risks for
business continuity are kept at acceptable levels. It is therefore important to identify the proper
project structure for implementation and, if appropriate to minimise risks, to split the work into
manageable COTS implementation projects.
Figure 2.1. Transformation project has five implementation projects

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).

When planning the schedule, issues to consider include:
•

the best timing for go-live events from the point of view of the business cycle and/or
possible changes to legislation

•

the best timing from a resource availability point of view. For example, end-user
training may not be possible during the peak season for tax assessments or in
holiday periods

•

the time and effort needed for development, testing and training, which can often
be underestimated

•

the needs for separate transition period solutions (such as temporary integrations)
in particular minimising the amount of possible additional work or costs due to
transition period

•

dependencies with other ongoing projects, for example competition for resources,
the availability of staff etc.

•

internal and external risks, e.g. the effect of possible problems on tax revenue and
the administration's reputation (it may not be wise to start with the biggest
revenues), resourcing bottlenecks and the quality of data in different systems
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•

the vendor’s and other stakeholders’ preferences and views, in particular on key
risks

•

the need for appropriate preparation work before the transition to the COTS system
can start.

The time needed for building up the organisational requirements for the COTS transformation
should also be taken into account. In particular, the identification and recruitment of skilful and
motivated personnel can be time consuming. Tax administrations should not only rely on the
vendor, but also consider benchmarking with other organisations or similar projects to inform a
good understanding about what is required to keep to the schedule. It is important to look for a
common understanding with all internal and external parties involved in the transformation and to
ensure that they are committed to, and able to deliver the schedule.
Starting with a pilot is a recommended way of gaining more knowledge about the product and the
implementation methods and can be very helpful in creating realistic schedules.
Complex and large-scale COTS implementation projects usually take several years to complete. In
the tax administration context, the overall duration is mainly determined by the number of tax types
and processes to be implemented. As mentioned above, it is important to keep in mind that the
volume and complexity of tax legislation and the level of automation required can have a major
effect on the duration of the project. The duration of the project can be shortened by moving
forward with more tax types in parallel. However, the risk level rapidly rises as the project size
grows. In general, the project should be as short as possible without creating unmanageable risks.

2.4. Resources
A successful transformation project of the scale and scope of a COTS transformation relies on
having people with the right attitude and the right skillsets. A high-level resource plan, which
identifies skills gaps and training needs, should be done as soon as the first ideas about scope and
schedule are available and should be based on previous experiences. It should be updated
continuously as more information becomes known. Information about resource availability should
also be fed back to the project schedule, ensuring that it is realistic.
Resourcing can take time and it is recommended to start negotiations regarding resourcing needs
well before the actual implementation project starts. In particular, impacts on other areas of the tax
administration needs to be fully considered in cases where staff are redeployed in full or part to the
COTS project.
In general, the use of full-time resources on a COTS project is recommended instead of several
part-time resources. This allows staff to focus fully on the task at hand and helps to avoid conflicts
of interest when time is divided between jobs, including with different management chains.
Otherwise there is a risk that either work on the COTS project or the existing areas of responsibility
will suffer, or both.
Other resources besides people should also be fully planned and funded. In addition to the costs of
the software provider, among other things to consider are the costs of travel, the costs associated
with project offices or facilities, project staff training and transition period costs as regards the
move from and/or maintenance to any remaining legacy systems. A realistic budget that covers the
whole COTS transformation project is essential for a successful project. It is advisable that the
budget should also include a contingency plan to minimise the risks of delays (subject to
appropriate governance arrangements).
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Box 2.1. Personnel

The transformation project employed approximately 180 full-time and 100 part-time Tax
Finland employees and 100 consultants. Additionally, 200 trainers were needed.
Approximately 100 person-years and EUR 15-20 million will be saved annually.
Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).

2.5. Organisation, Roles and Responsibilities
The tax administration's management and the COTS transformation staff should all have a clear
understanding of how the COTS transformation organisation is governed, including its policies and
procedures.
Clear and defined role descriptions, team responsibilities and performance expectations are needed
for the project staff (including vendors), not only in the recruitment process, but also in day-to-day
operations.
A COTS transformation project is first and foremost a business transformation project. In concrete
terms, this means that the business process owners should have the primary responsibility for the
system requirements. Business personnel need the support of technical personnel acquainted with
the legacy systems, but those responsible for business processes should be the one making the
decisions. This should be reflected in the organisation, roles and responsibilities of the project as
well.
A COTS implementation project typically requires the following key roles:
•

Subject matter experts (SMEs) representing business processes, who are in charge
of the functionality in their own area, including requirements, rules, testing, training
and writing the user procedures

•

One primary SME is needed for every process. This person is responsible for the
process as a whole, and acts as a team leader for other SMEs and technical experts
included in the process team. Their teams should have responsible persons for
different areas of the process, for example, testing, training, conversion etc. The
size of the team depends on the size of the process and can vary from a few people
to teams of over fifty

•

Technical experts in charge of technical environment and software set-up and
maintenance

•

Software developers in charge of building the software solutions

•

Team and project management

•

Coordinators that support the process teams on cross-functional areas, e.g.
integration, data architecture, conversion, interfaces, testing, security, cutover,
letter templates, reports and training.

If the transformation project is large, then a separate project management office (PMO) is
recommended to take care of overall administration including HR matters, finance and costs,
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governance, tools and facilities. The PMO may also contain specialists having the expertise and
responsibility to make decisions in the following areas:
•

Common business architecture (processes, common features and functions)

•

Common technical architecture

•

Dependency management synchronisation (i.e. the resource, scope and scheduling
dependencies with other ongoing and planned projects)

•

Legislative interpretation and the identification of any necessary legislative
changes

•

Change management, including roles and responsibilities, communication and
training

•

Management of vendor contracts.
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Figure 2.2. Transformation project organisation

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).
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Figure 2.3. Example of an implementation project organisation

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).
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3. Business Preparation
3.1. Business Process Modelling and Target States
A good starting point for preparing for a COTS transformation project is business process
modelling. This involves identifying and mapping the operational processes of the organisation.
In preparation for COTS implementation, each business process needs to draft their target states
(the desired outcomes of the system), which form the basis for the more detailed descriptions of
the functionalities. Target states can be fairly simple documents describing what the targeted
changes to the process are, what they will achieve and what will remain the same.
It is important to make decisions about the target states, including intended organisational changes
and/or changes to roles and responsibilities, before the COTS implementation work starts. If these
decisions are not taken early in the implementation process, they may cause additional problems
and delays later on.

3.2. Business Rules
In the preparation phase, functionalities should be described in as much detail as possible. The
setting of detailed requirements, as are usually done for traditional software development, are not
generally a good way to proceed with a COTS product. This can lead to the production of rigid
requirements that attempt to replicate the legacy systems. This can in turn lead to excessive
customisation and the loss of much of the standardisation benefits of an off-the-self product. It is
more advisable to focus on the outcome, what is needed and why, and to describe this in business
rules. The golden rule is that with a COTS product, care should be taken to avoid describing how
things should be done.
Business rules can be related to any functionality such as tax or interest calculation, risk
management or processing of data. Business rules can be found in the documentation of the legacy
systems, user instructions or sometimes directly from the legislation. However, it is highly likely
that not all the necessary rules will be documented. Some might exist only in the legacy system
code. The more that areas without sufficient documentation can be identified before the
implementation starts, the easier the implementation will be, since the content of the missing rules
can be decided and documented as part of the preparation. Even then, some of the missing rules
may only be noticed during the implementation phase, and this may require fast decision making
from the business personnel in the project.
The business rules should be documented and classified based on their purpose. It should also be
clear which data elements are necessary for the rules to function properly. One recommended way
of classifying the business rules is decision modelling. Decision modelling helps to fill out the gap
between process models and business rules. It enables modelling of the business by dividing it into
concrete parts that are understandable to business people without being too detailed. It also helps
not to lose sight of the overall picture of the process while delving deep into the detailed rules.
Decision modelling can be done with most of the applications used for modelling, as the notation
is usually straightforward.
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Figure 3.1. Business preparation

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019)
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When writing the business rules, there should be a good understanding of what is actually required
by the legislation and what is the tax administration's interpretation (which may go beyond
minimum legislative requirements). The writers should keep an open mind, question the way things
have been done before and try to avoid defaulting to the way things were done in the legacy
systems. They should also try to find ways to simplify whenever possible, since complications will
increase the work needed for development and testing.
In addition to written rules, it can be helpful to use charts, diagrams, pictures and examples
to make things more understandable. The rules should use coherent terminology with
acronyms, abbreviation and jargon explained. Business rules should be reviewed widely
to ensure that everything is included and to help everyone understand what is being done.
In case of disagreements or perceived unreasonable demands from any of the business areas, the
team responsible for business preparation should be able to refer matters to a senior official person
with the power to simplify the rules or, in some rare cases, discard the rules entirely. This might be
done in extreme cases by escalating the questions or issues into the steering group of the
transformation project.

3.3. Data Modelling and Records Management
The conceptual data model collects the information needed for the process, i.e. the characteristics
of the data, and groups them into concepts and describes their relationship to each other. Concepts
and attributes are collected from the information that the process receives, uses, and produces. The
concept work also collects the codes and code values that the business processes need.
In Finland’s case, State offices in Finland are required to define retention periods and other
archiving rules for the records they process. The rules should also contain descriptions of any
restrictions on access to records, including confidentiality and data protection requirements. In EU
Member States, regulations regarding individuals’ data rights (General Data Protection Regulation
EU 2016/679) must also be taken fully into account regarding archiving requirements, including
requiring records and other data to be removed from the systems when it is no longer needed.
The retention rules (including the number of years data should be retained and the retention start
date) are defined by each business process area. This ensures that the operational needs for records
are taken into account. This predefined metadata and the operational metadata (e.g. the received
date of the data) can be used to create reports and help the organisation to become aware of the
different attributes of the data in its possession.
After the operational retention period has reached its end, the data can be moved from the standard
production store into an archiving store. After the passage of any required retention period
following archiving, the archived data can be purged (i.e. permanently deleted).

3.4. Letters and Print-outs
There is a global and growing trend towards the use of plain language in public administration. A
COTS project provides a great opportunity to review and potentially to rewrite all the letters and
decisions produced by a tax administration in plain language to achieve multiple goals. Tax
administration's letters should be easy to understand for everyone, not just specialists. If the letters
and instructions are not understood, customers may make mistakes or may contact the tax
administration to ask for clarification, which can place burdens on taxpayers and the tax
administration. Poor formatting and unclear writing styles can also give an unprofessional
appearance, impacting the reputation of the tax administration.
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The goal should be to write clear, understandable and professional letters to taxpayers. These are
some useful guidelines for the writing style to be built into COTS, including:
•

Consistency in language, style and layout

•

Informative headings

•

A clear explanation of the reason the letter is being sent

•

Highlighting the most important information at the beginning of the letter

•

Giving proactive guidance where more difficult issues are covered

•

Clarity as to requested actions and directions

•

The avoidance of “legalese” or jargon

•

Addressing the reader directly and avoiding use of the passive voice or third person

•

A layout which helps the reader navigate the letter at a glance.

In addition to creating guidelines to help the composition of letters, it helps to create letter templates
for different types of letters (decision letters, requests for information, appeal decision letters etc.).
Each area/process should then make use of these templates and produce a list of all their letters (a
letter inventory); word templates of all their letters, including all possible standard letter
content/paragraphs; and letter rules, describing the data that is shown in the letter. It is good practice
to involve both taxation and language experts in drafting the word templates and, where possible,
experts in behavioural insights.

3.5. Data Cleansing
Typically there is a need to transfer data from the legacy applications or databases to the COTS
system. This data may be both master data that operational processes utilise (e.g. customer data)
and operational data (e.g. returns or appeals data) that will be further processed in the COTS
systems. Tax administrations may think that their taxation data is in good shape, but often on closer
examination there will be quality issues which need to be addressed, particularly in older data.
Data cleansing is the process of detecting and correcting/removing corrupt or inaccurate records
from databases or other data sources. It is highly recommended that data cleansing is done before
the data is transferred to the COTS system. If this is not possible, senior management should be
made aware of the impurities the data may contain and of the issues that may cause. Data cleansing
is not usually possible during the conversion process, because it influences conversion
reconciliation.
Work on identifying any issues with data quality should be started well before the implementation
project starts. The first task is to identify, on a high-level what data, and from which data stores,
needs to be transferred to the COTS system. The second task is to analyse the quality of the data
that should be transferred: i.e. whether the data is complete, correct, and accurate and does not
contain irrelevant information. As a third task, data cleansing activities should be commenced,
starting from the most business critical data.
Where errors or inaccuracies are systematic and the volumes are high, cleansing can be done
through automatic programmes. Smaller volumes or difficult cases can be corrected manually.
Both methods are labour intensive and affect COTS transformation costs and the schedule. The
data quality must be taken into account when planning the COTS transformation scope, schedule
and costs. The worse the data is, the more time and resources will be needed for data cleansing.
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Data quality will also affect decisions regarding the decommissioning of legacy applications. If the
data cannot be transferred from legacy systems to the COTS system for quality reasons, then legacy
systems will need to be maintained and possibly complex integration work and manual
interventions may be needed.

3.6. Transition Period Planning
The transition period refers to the period of time when business processes are in transition from the
legacy systems to the COTS solution. Transition period planning should focus on comparing the
target state and present situation and drawing a map on how to get to the target state. Transition
period planning is cross-functional and combines issues around the business, legislation and IT,
but it should be driven primarily from the business point of view.
Transition period plans should include the following: changes in taxation; the impact on processes;
staffing changes; changes for the customers; changes in the required or provided data; and changes
in interfaces. It should describe what happens after the implementation project or each part of the
implementation project.
A problem that can occur in transition period planning is that not enough is known about the change
required or the implementation method. It is recommended to have some COTS experts to support
the business in doing the transition period planning.

3.7. Change Management
The COTS transformation project is likely to affect most employees of a tax administration to a
greater or lesser degree. The importance of change management cannot be underestimated. People
will often not just be affected by the new COTS tool, but also by changes in legislation, work
procedures and responsibilities. It is a fact of most COTS projects that staff will have to face long
periods of uncertainty and constant change. It is also very likely that not everyone will welcome
the changes, at least not immediately. For this reason, it is recommended to invest heavily in
building the resilience of staff during the project, including through effective communication, to
ensure that staff maintain focus and energy over the whole COTS transformation.
Change management, in particular taking the people aspect fully into account, has to be an integral
part of project planning. It is not something that can be separated from the project work. The main
aim of change management is to help people to accept and adapt to the change. They need to
understand the real effects of the change on their everyday work, on the achievement of the
organisation’s goals and also the need for, and necessity of, their own personal professional
development in making the change a success.
There are many types of theoretical frameworks for change management, but changes resulting
from an extensive COTS project are far from being linear, so no step-by-step system or
methodology can be used as such. In addition, tax administrations, even during a large COTS
implementation, need to adapt to other complex and rapid changes in the operational environment.
In any transformation, top-management commitment is of crucial importance. They have to be
onboard from the very beginning, and to stay there. This is why an open and constant co-operation
with business unit directors is critical. They need the tools and information to show their
commitment to their staff, to create and maintain a future-oriented culture and to repeat the "why"
in their communication, especially when challenging times occur.
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Senior directors should also be included in the steering group of the transformation project and
therefore be involved in the decision making at every step of the transformation project. This
involvement should help to keep them more committed to the transformation even in a long project.
Another key group is the supervisors of the employees. It is primarily their task to make sure that
the employees' expertise and skills are on a sufficient level to be able to perform the tasks required.
Supervisors have to encourage and motivate employees to learn new skills. It must be noted,
however, that supervisors often have a dual role. In addition to being promoters of change, they
will also need to learn new skills. Constant, transparent and two-way communication between the
supervisors and the COTS project team needs to be established. In Tax Finland, the COTS change
management team includes a representative from each business unit. This creates an open channel
and a "help-desk" for the supervisors. This is a channel for communication with employees in other
business roles, as well.
Communication is an integral element of change management. Both internal and external
stakeholders should be identified and their needs analysed. A communication plan should be
created based on the stakeholder plan. The communication plan, and the actions included, needs to
be constantly reviewed and updated, as the situation may change as things proceed and sometimes
quite rapidly. It is important to be transparent and open in communication. If communication takes
place too late, or if things are not communicated at all, rumors can abound and flourish.
Even though a lot of communication takes place electronically, for example through an intranet,
bulletin board or e-mail, the importance of face-to-face interaction needs to be remembered. It is a
great way of showing appreciation and commitment as well as gathering feedback.
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4. Implementation
4.1. Methods and Tools
COTS vendors and tax administrations usually have their own methods for software
implementation. These methods might contain many of the same elements, but there might also be
differences. It is recommended to use the methods of the COTS vendor as far as possible, since
they should have experience of successful COTS implementation projects and know which
methods have worked best from that perspective. It is important to ensure that the project staff is
trained to work according to the vendor’s methods.
COTS vendors might not be that focused on the change management issues. Tax administrations
should make sure that change management processes are also in place. In addition, production
support and maintenance after the go-live events should be planned and agreed upon. Typical tools
to help the project governance and day-to-day work used in a COTS implementation include:
•

Project planning and management tools for project tasks, resourcing and resource
assignment, scheduling, total work and cost estimation, and follow-up

•

Document management tools e.g. for document storage, approval and
communication

•

Testing management tools

•

System configuration management tools.

It is important that the project staff has access to these tools, that the tools are easy to use and that
support is available.
It is also important that the COTS vendor has appropriate automated tools. Tools for continuous
integration management, configuration version management, release management and change
migration between environments are especially important in a COTS project. The COTS vendor
should be able to quickly and precisely make the desired changes to any environment. Use of
manual rather automated tools in change migration is usually the reason why something that works
in a test environment does not work in production.

4.2. Requirements
Defining the detailed requirements for the system is a crucial part of the implementation project.
Making sure that everyone understands the requirements the same way takes a lot of
communication and is a prerequisite for obtaining the kind of system that the business needs.
The first phase should be to create a task plan to go through the requirements. All the high-level
requirements should be included in the task plan and the definition order should be logical. The
task plan should be at a sufficiently detailed level to ensure that nothing important is left out and
that the most difficult things are addressed early enough in the process. It should also be flexible
enough to allow for possible changes, both to the tasks and the schedule. All parties should be
involved in approving the task plan.
Requirement meetings should be held according to the task plan to go through the detailed
requirements. A detailed agenda for every meeting should be available well in advance to enable
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proper preparation for the meeting. Meetings should be interactive fora where ideas are shared and
the rationale behind proposed requirements can be explored in depth. It may not be possible to go
through every detailed rule, but at the very least the most important ones should always be
discussed and agreed upon.
Everyone in the meetings should be open to discussing new ideas and willing to think of
alternatives and compromises. During the requirement meetings, many quick and bold decisions
are needed. This can be stressful and the decision making of individual business process owners
should be supported by senior staff in the project and, if necessary, outside of the project as well.
After the meeting, minutes should be written and reviewed, so that everything important has been
included and everyone understands what has been agreed upon. There should be an agreed deadline
in place for writing and reviewing the meeting minutes. Meeting minutes should also include the
business and calculation rules (or at least links to the appropriate documents) that have been
discussed and agreed upon. Meeting minutes should then be clearly linked to the relevant system
development tasks and test scenario groups, for requirements traceability.
Communication should naturally not be limited to meetings. On the contrary, constant discussions
should be encouraged between developers and subject matter experts (SMEs). It is important to
maintain the discipline, though, that decisions made outside the meetings should also be recorded.
After the go-live, there should be a documentation review in place, to make sure that the
documentation includes the entire configuration, is up to date and of good quality.
With a COTS product, the subject matter experts should be able to see the system configuration
soon after requirement meetings. This enables early review of the configuration. This is important
for pre-testing as to whether the most important things work as intended and that there have not
been any misunderstandings.
Informal demos are a good way to present the developed functionalities. Even when this pre-testing
is informal and does not cause any contractual obligations, it is advisable to have it as an
expectation for the SMEs to document that it has been done. Pre-testing prevents a lot of
unnecessary work and delays in the actual testing phase. It also helps in keeping track of what has
already been developed and is ready to be tested.
One thing to keep in mind is that there are many similarities between different functional areas and
it is beneficial to solve the same issues in the same way in every area. This makes the maintenance
easier and improves usability of the systems and transferability of skills. Vendors do not necessarily
pay too much attention to this and even if they do, it still takes a lot of effort and specifically
assigned personnel from the tax administration to ensure this kind of approach is taken.

4.3. Data Conversion
Definition and Goals
Data conversion is the process by which data from one or more legacy software applications is
made useable in a new system in which the business functions operate.
1. In conversion work, it is vital to clarify the following topics:
•

Scope: What data is needed in the future and from which period

•

Data inventory: Where is the data stored in the legacy system or other store

•

What data will be converted automatically and what will be converted manually

•

Data cleansing: Where does responsibility lie for fixing bad data before conversion
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•

What data is needed in the operational database and what data can be stored in the
data warehouse for read-only purposes?

Conversion Roles
The conversion team should contain people who understand how the COTS product is implemented
and how it works, and people who understand how and where the data is located in the legacy
systems. Particular roles are:
•

Conversion primary subject matter expert who is responsible for the conversion
from the tax administration side

•

Conversion subject matter experts who:

•

‒

are responsible for conversion requirements and conversion reconciliation in a
particular business area

‒

participate in conversion verification

‒

are familiar with the COTS product functionality

Conversion Leads and Developers who are:
‒

responsible for the conversion from the COTS product supplier side (conduct
of the work, documentation, load process and reconciliation)

‒

responsible for developing the conversion load process

•

Extractor Architect who is responsible for the extraction architecture and
documentation

•

Extractor Lead who is responsible for managing extraction work and
documentation

•

Extractor who is responsible for extracting data from the legacy systems

•

Technical Expert who is responsible for legacy data knowledge

•

Conversion Verification Testing Lead who is responsible for planning verification
testing and managing the work of those testing conversion verification and
reporting

•

Conversion Verification Tester who is responsible for conversion verification
testing.

Conversion Process
In the conversion process, it is vital to understand the processes and the data needs, and map the
data between legacy systems and the COTS product. It is recommended to identify all the data
sources before the COTS project starts. High-level data models of legacy systems and descriptions
of databases are also needed. Data cleansing should also start well in advance, particular if the
legacy systems are known to contain bad or incorrect data.
Conversion work starts with identifying all the legacy data sources from where the data could be
converted to the COTS product. This should be documented in the Data Inventory.
The scope of the conversion work and the requirements will be discussed in meetings of functional
areas. It is important that all parties understand the needs and share a common understanding of
how data will be mapped between the legacy system and the COTS system. The meeting minutes
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will be the base for production of conversion documentation. This documentation should contain
the business scope and rules, rules for extracting the data, and how the data is mapped between
legacy systems and the COTS product. If the extraction rules are very complicated, it is
recommended to define them in a separate document. This documentation will be the basis for
testing.
Before the actual conversion during the cutover, conversion should be practiced and tested. This
test conversion should be run to a planned schedule, for example every third or second week. It
should use the production data to make sure that all the problems with the process or the data will
be discovered as early as possible and can be corrected before the actual conversion. These test
conversions are called mocks and they can contain part of the customers or the data related to
customers (a partial mock) or all of the customers and their data (a full mock). Each mock will
increase the amount of functionality until everything is included (a complete full mock). The
complete full mocks will also be used in the converted data testing and end-to-end testing.
Manual conversion can be used if there is a small number of cases or the conversion rules are very
complex. Extractors will run lists of these cases and the data will be added manually after the
cutover.

Conversion Verification and Reconciliation
Conversion verification testers will verify that the data converted to the COTS product is correct.
This will happen by comparing the data in the legacy user interface and the COTS product user
interface. In addition, automated testing tools can be used for verifying large amounts of data.
Conversion verification should continue until the cutover period, to make sure no part of the
conversion has broken down. There can be errors in extraction, the load process or the functional
methods that are used. In addition, the legacy data might need cleansing.
Conversion will be approved following reconciliation and verification. Reconciliation reports
should show that legacy, extract and loaded counts and financials are all in balance. Through this
report, it is possible to confirm that all the data has been converted successfully.
Conversion reconciliation should be practiced with every full mock so that everyone is familiar
with the process and the numbers by the time of cutover.

Conversion Success Factors
Conversion is a time and money consuming effort. Converted data will impact
development for several years ahead. Key success factors include:

business

•

only converting the data that is really needed. This principle applies especially to
historical data. Consider the alternative of using some of the converted data only
for viewing and not storing it within the COTS's operational database

•

close working within the conversion team between legacy experts, COTS product
experts, subject matter experts and testers

•

good communication and adequate documentation

•

a full understanding of how the COTS product processes work

•

mapping the data from the legacy systems to the COTS product

•

use of the production data in “mocks” and verifying the results in the reconciliation,
conversion verification and converted data testing
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•

legacy data should be consistent and uniform to make conversion rules as simple
as possible. All bad data should be cleansed before data is extracted.
Box 4.1. Conversion – Statistics for the 4th implementation project

•

6 153 114 Accounts

•

97 426 379 Transactions totalling EUR 21 211 870 000 debits and EUR
21 883 485 000 credits

•

94 702 531 Images

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).

4.4. Interfaces and Integrations
External Integrations
A modern tax system is highly integrated into various parts of taxpayers’ natural systems, including
third party systems. Examples can include customer data by customer base registers, incoming and
outgoing payments, information on taxable income provided by financial institutions, data on
withholding of income tax by employers or information provided through e-invoicing systems or
online cash registers.
A large part of a COTS taxation project is replacing the external integrations of the legacy systems
and building new integrations as appropriate. As a strategic decision, it might be advisable to keep
the external integrations as they are during the COTS project. During the project, there will be
many ideas on how to improve and upgrade the various integrations, but getting the project done
to time and budget will require keeping tight control of the scope.
It is a highly recommended best practice that all the external interfaces are catalogued. This can
help to ensure that all the needed integrations are done in time and it also makes it possible to
analyse if there are overlapping or redundant interfaces in the legacy system.
Integrations are usually technical in their nature. The subject matter experts from various business
areas are usually able to tell what information they need from each external source or what
information they need to provide to an external party. However, they do not usually know the
format or the schema in which the information flows. Technically oriented people are needed to
specify and test the integrations and to collect all the needed information into a catalogue.
Communication with the integration partner is also needed in designing, developing and testing a
new or continuing integration in the COTS system. It might even require the revision of contracts
with external parties. Some of the integrations transfer massive amounts of data and some of them
are part of an online transaction, so planning for performance testing on integrations is necessary.

Temporary Internal Integrations
On top of external integrations, temporary internal integrations are needed. It is not advisable, or
usually even possible, to do a taxation COTS project in a single roll-out. During the transition
period the COTS system will replace part of the legacy systems but some parts will still remain. At
this stage, COTS and legacy systems will usually need to exchange a lot of information and many
temporary internal integrations are needed. The aim should be to keep the number of temporary
internal integrations to a minimum as they are expensive and error prone. Even when these
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integrations are temporary, they are critical to continuing operational reliability during the COTS
project. The building of these integrations should be planned very carefully. The needed
integrations depend on the legacy system architecture as well as on the COTS structure and logic.
Temporary integration challenges can be one of the key design principles in the phasing of the
COTS project.
The whole life cycle of the integrations and the changes between roll-outs need to be planned.
Usually the main challenges in the temporary integrations are sharing customer data and keeping
financials in balance between the two systems. In sharing customer data, a vital choice needs to be
made in the beginning as to which system will be the master system for customer data. The master
system is the one in which changes are made to customer data. All other systems will only be able
to read customer data but they will not be able to amend it.
Tax Finland chose to make the COTS system the master system for customer data in the first rollout. This decision was taken because it helped in the development of the customer data features.
However, a complicated integration had to be built between the COTS and the legacy system. It is
worth considering carefully whether it would be preferable to keep the legacy system as the master
of customer data until the last roll-out. Either way, this will require very careful planning and
testing.
The difficulty of synchronising the financial balances between systems depends on the financial
rules in the tax legislation. If all finances are very tax type specific, it can be quite easy. If not, as
was the case in Finland, a system needs to be built where payments are used in a predetermined
order between systems.
Temporary internal integrations should be as simple as possible. As a general rule, asynchronous
integrations are easier to create and maintain and better for detecting errors compared to
synchronous integrations.

Externally consumable API's
One of the major challenges for a modern revenue agency is to be able to integrate with numerous
third parties to exchange taxation related data. In Finland, a large portion of taxation data is
collected from third party data providers such as employers or financial institutions. This enables
taxation to be precise and at the same time very easy for the taxpayer. As digitalisation continues
to grow rapidly across society, third party data providers are changing. One highly visible
phenomenon is the growth of the online platform economy, including the sharing and gig economy.
As this becomes a bigger part of the economy, it will be critical to be able to automatically exchange
information with platforms. Externally consumable API's seem to be the solution for technically
implementing increased data exchange in the future.
Tax Finland's COTS product does not offer out-of-the-box externally consumable API's within its
business functionality. It is very likely that such an interface is not possible on a general taxation
level. Tax Finland's COTS product does, though, offer the framework capability to design and build
the desired business API services and provides the supporting functionality such as a developer
portal. Designing and implementing API services in accordance with the agencies’ business is seen
as normal ongoing implementation and maintenance work in the COTS solution.

4.5. Testing
Testing is performed to verify that the COTS product and legacy applications fulfil the business
requirements. The amount of work needed for testing should not be underestimated. As many as
50% of the project hours might be spent on testing.
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A COTS implementation project includes the same test phases and methods as any other integrated
software implementation. These include:
•

Unit testing (performed by the COTS vendor) to verify that COTS functionality is
ready from the development standpoint and that end-users can start wider system
testing

•

System testing to ensure that COTS functionality covers business needs and that
the COTS system is successfully integrated

•

End-to-end testing to ensure that business cycles (e.g. due dates) can be run in the
COTS systems and that business processes are supported

•

Usability testing by end-users and customers to ensure that the COTS system is as
user-friendly and easy to use as possible

•

Regression testing to ensure that the new COTS functionalities have not affected
already developed and tested functionalities

•

Performance testing to ensure that the COTS system can cover known business and
data volumes

•

Security testing to ensure that user rights and external security requirements are
fulfilled

•

Technical testing, for example system recovery testing and system security testing.

The testing process includes planning for tests, test scenario writing, test data preparation, test
scenario execution and retesting, after defects have been corrected. Test scenario writing and test
data preparation take time and may even take more time than the test execution itself. Thus test
scenario writing should be started well before the actual test execution starts so that the missing
scenarios will not be a bottleneck for progress with the testing process.
It is also important that scenario writing and planning is done by subject matter experts (SMEs)
that understand the business needs and are able to verify that testing coverage is on an acceptable
level. Testing should not focus only on the simple test scenarios, but also on scenarios that are
known to be complicated.
A large scale COTS project may benefit from a separate testing support team including experienced
subject matter experts, with appropriate technical knowledge, who are in charge of test planning,
coordination (also with external testing parties), testing tools, progress reporting, test
environments, test material creation as well as supporting and training less experienced testers for
their new job.
The iterative nature of system development means that frequent retesting is needed as changes and
corrections are made. This requires the testing personnel, with appropriate skills, to be available
during the whole testing lifecycle of the project. During a large project with a long duration, this
will require active maintenance of motivation given that same functionalities will need to be
retested several times during the project.
A lot of regression testing is needed in every phase to verify that previously developed and tested
functionalities are not affected when new functionalities are developed. Retesting of the whole endto-end process should occur to ensure that the solution works effectively and the user experience
is optimal. It is good practice to have common quality reviews and checkpoints in the testing plans
for this purpose.
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There are various testing methods and tools in the market available to support testing. If the COTS
vendor has its own method and tools, it is recommend to use them. Tax Finland used the COTS
vendor's testing methodology and testing tool for COTS testing, and the existing methodology and
tools for legacy testing. A flexible tool is needed to handle test planning, test scenario assignment,
testing progress and reporting as well as error handling and error prioritisation.

Testing Automation
Automated testing is something that should be considered when starting a COTS taxation project.
Automated testing is not easy and requires an upfront investment, but can be highly beneficial.
Testing automation is its own subclass of robotic automation where a robot software uses another
software through its interfaces, including the graphical user interface.
Not all testing can be automated in a COTS project but much can be. Testing a new functionality
in the system is, however, seldom something that can be automated. If something does not work
correctly when tested, the defect needs to be reported to the developers, fixed and the scenario
tested again. In automated testing, the test scenario does not have to be manually executed again.
As the number of repetitions and the number and complexity of test scenarios rise, the more
beneficial automating the test scenarios can be.
A COTS project usually has several roll-out projects with new tax types and processes going into
production in each roll-out. Each time new functionalities go into production, at least some testing
is needed for functionalities that were brought into use in previous roll-outs. This regression testing
is especially important with large systems, such as a taxation COTS systems, where everything is
interconnected.
Regression testing increases the quality of the system and reduces the defect detection time.
Regression testing by human testers is very expensive and tedious. A robot is more precise and
more efficient in repetitive tasks such as regression testing. A robot is also somewhat quicker in
testing, and there can be as many robots testing at the same time.
When the project has ended and everything is in production, even minor development and fixes
made to correct defects might need a lot of regression testing. At this point, automated testing will
be very valuable.
The necessary upfront investment for test automation can be justified through the production of a
business case. The business case can be calculated by estimating the amount of regression test
scenarios needed, the percentage of possible automated scenarios and the corresponding amount
of manual testers needed. This can then be compared to the costs of the automated testing,
including the tools, creation work, execution, maintenance work and reporting. Tax Finland's
conclusion was that if the regression tests need to be repeated more often than once a month, then
the business case will generally be positive. On top of these savings, there are benefits from
increased quality (although this is harder to quantify at the outset). Test automation can also be
used for many other things in testing such as test material creation and security testing.
There are several approaches on how to implement test automation. It is important that subject
matter experts are responsible for defining the regression test scenarios for automation. Test
automation scripts can be written and maintained by third party consultants or the tax
administration's own staff. It is good practice for the test automation team to work in short sprints,
with reviews (including demos) arranged after every sprint.
The approach Tax Finland chose for test automation was “keyword driven”. (In keyword-driven
testing, a keyword maps to individual actions to be tested such as opening and closing windows,
mouse actions, use of menus etc. The test then simulates these actions.) Tax Finland defined and
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implemented keywords such as “Click Text” to be used in writing test automation scenarios.
Automated test scenarios can be written without programming/scripting knowledge (once the
needed keywords are implemented). Theoretically, it would be possible to reuse the test scenario
scripts and just change the programming behind the keywords. However, automating test scenarios
with keywords is faster than just scripting. Maintenance of keyword driven test scenarios is easier
than maintaining test scenarios automated with programming/scripting.
Tax Finland uses open source tools for test automation and has a growing number of virtual
workstations to run the test scripts. Commercial tools are not necessarily needed, since the open
source tools are generally very good. Many commercial tools promote test script recording, but
recording does not really produce easily maintainable scripts.
Test automation should be started on a small scale, because it takes time and experience for the
subject matter experts and other stakeholders to understand the benefits. Concentrating on costoptimising test automation maintenance, rather than the initial automation work, is a good practice,
since that is where the real costs arise. Test data management should also be given priority and is
highly dependent on the system to be tested.
Box 4.2. Testing – Statistics for the 4th implementation project

•

74 000 Unique System Test Scenarios Passed

•

322 testers spread across five offices in Finland

•

21 045 conversion verification items checked

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019)

4.6. Usability
Usability guidelines are a good way to ensure usability and consistency when designing graphical
user interfaces (GUIs). The guidelines should be based on common user interface design practices,
as well as through usability evaluations and testing.
It is beneficial to have a usability expert working as part of preparation and implementation
projects. A usability expert should participate in designing the user interface (UI), including
functionalities (e.g. filing processes), the texts displayed in e-services and visual layouts. A
usability expert should also plan usability evaluations and conduct test sessions.
Customers should be heavily involved in the development of e-services. The aim of co-designing
e-services with the customers is to ensure that e-services are easy to use, self-explanatory and as
helpful as possible. Involving customers can result in continuous and quick feedback on open issues
and rapid validation of design proposals. In addition to usability tests, regular interviews and walkthroughs with single users and user groups are advisable.
Usability tests are often conducted in individual test sessions, where users representing different
user groups, or officers representing different processes, perform predefined test tasks using eservices or the internal system. Such tests are important in verifying important design decisions,
process flows, texts, instructions and visual details. Several usability test rounds should be planned
for e-services during an implementation project. There should also be usability tests at least for the
most widely used internal functionalities.
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4.7. Training
How to Prepare
Most administrations will have an existing training department or function, and it is recommended
that discussions of how to organise COTS related training should take place at an early stage, in
particular:
•

whether the existing training methods, tools and administrative personnel will be
used to provide COTS training

•

or whether training should be integrated directly within the COTS transformation
project.

Tax Finland chose the latter course. The organisation of training, including content resourcing and
scheduling, was an integral part of the implementation project, even though this resulted to some
extent in a parallel training organisation within the administration. The existing tools for training
sign-up, monitoring and e-learning environments were used, but all of the training-related
practicalities were kept within the COTS project. The training department provided support
according to agreed co-operation models.
Most administrations will also have their own traditions in training, and it is quite tempting to think
that all the existing methods and philosophies should be used also during COTS trainings.
However, the vendor most likely has its own methods, tools and techniques, which have been
successfully used on other projects. An in-depth discussion is required before planning training
approaches to examine how the best practices of both the tax administration and the vendor might
be combined.
Finally during the preparation phase of the project, it is important to identify the employees who
will be affected by the implementation project, e.g. their roles, number and the location. This will
help in planning as well as in targeted communication.

Elements of Training
Training needs assessment and training plan
Training planning should start with training needs assessment meetings, which should ideally take
place during the first months of the implementation project. The purpose of these meetings is to
map the new functionalities with the previously identified employee roles. Based on the training
needs assessment, the necessary courses, course contents, duration and target groups for each
course can be identified. It must be noted, however, that at this stage the content of training will
still be on a very high-level, as the development is still going on. During these meetings, the
magnitude of the change should also be assessed, because this has an effect on the training method,
e.g. is online training sufficient, or will class-room training be needed and what kind of ongoing
training will be required.
After the training needs assessment meetings, a training plan should be compiled. This plan should
include the high-level schedule, duration and locations for different types of training. In addition,
the methods, target groups and course structure should be drawn up, with detailed "training paths"
for each role. The training plan should be reviewed by the process owners and approved by the
COTS transformation steering group. This way the process owners are both aware and committed
to the training process, and senior management can understand and approve what can be quite an
intensive and time-consuming training period both before and after the go-live.
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Trainers
The number of trainers should be based on the number of employees per local office. Trainers are
also a key group in providing desk-side support after training, and the aim should be to have a
trainer or two at least in all the bigger offices. It is important to note that training is a resourceconsuming exercise. The number of trainers is high and, where they are tax administration
employees, they will be away from their operational tasks for a long time. This requires
negotiations with the business units, and top management commitment to prioritise the COTS
transformation project and to adjust operational tasks where necessary. In order to be able to do so,
the business units need the estimated number of trainers as early as possible.
Trainers should have their own on-boarding program, during which they are made aware of their
role and tasks. It is of crucial importance for them to learn to use the system themselves. Trainers
play an active role: they create the training material and exercises, as well as build the data in the
training environment, and of course train their colleagues prior to and after the go-live.
Trainers also have a key role in desk-side support. It is normal, and unavoidable, that there is a lot
of confusion right after go-live and the first weeks are not easy for anyone. Trainers have to face
the possible frustration of their own colleagues as they get used to the new system, and this makes
it important to make the trainers aware of their role in change management in general. It is also to
support them in what can be a demanding and stressful task.

Trainings
There are several methods that can be used in training: self-study, online training, class-room
training, study groups etc. All methods should include exercises performed in the training
environment provided by the vendor. The method should be chosen based on the complexity and/or
the criticality of the functionality.
The "perfect" timing for training is rather difficult, especially in a project where development and
testing usually continues right up until the cut-over. The system might not be completed when
training first begins. This requires expectation management, good communication and the visible
commitment of top management.
It has to be accepted that training cannot cover everything and will only be the first step in renewing
expertise. A lot of effort and resources need to be put into desk-side support to get as smooth a start
as possible. Acquiring new skills does not happen automatically. It is hard work, needs motivation,
commitment and resilience from the trainees. It needs to be seen as both an individual and
collective responsibility.
Box 4.3. Training – Statistics for the 4th implementation project

•

3 600 end users trained

•

200 trainers trained

•

97 unique courses offered over 560 times

Source: Finnish Tax Administration (2019).
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4.8. Technology
Technology is a surprisingly small topic in a taxation COTS project, but there are still areas that
the IT department should be involved in. Naturally, the infrastructure needs to be planned carefully
and there needs to be good communication between the COTS provider and the infrastructure
provider. An experienced COTS provider should be on top of this.
A key issue is the performance of the database management system (DBMS). With DBMS it is
necessary to think of needs at least three years ahead, so it is important to be careful when selecting
the DBMS infrastructure. Planning the application server is not so important because it is possible
to add more capacity if needed. It is important to take full account of the recommendations of the
COTS provider as to the brand of DBMS even though the tax administration might have other
preferences. Otherwise, a difficult responsibility discussion might come up if the final performance
is not at the right level. Thorough performance tests are critical to find any problems with the
infrastructure design.
A taxation COTS project requires several different environments, such as development, testing,
conversion, training and production. This applies especially for testing. There are different
durations of business processes, different amounts of test material needed and in an integrated
system, everything is interconnected. Building and maintaining environments is labour intensive.
That is why the supporting features for testing the COTS solution should be given a serious
consideration.
The most important feature is the management of separate logical testing materials for different
tests and testers within the same physical testing environment. Also the ability to develop and test
different versions of the COTS configuration is important, especially in a phased approach, where
functionalities that are already in production need to be developed in parallel with the
implementation project. Tax Finland's COTS product has a particularly useful solution for isolating
test materials between different testers.
Security design is also critical. It might slow things down in the beginning, but if it is not planned
carefully, unwelcome surprises might occur later on. It is once again important to plan this together
with the COTS provider and the infrastructure provider. There is also a lot of work in getting
familiar with the security solutions within the COTS software, which may include new security
features.
Finally, as emphasised before, controlling the amount of customisation made to the COTS system
is strongly recommended. A clear distinction between 'good site code' and 'bad site code' is needed.
Bad site code is code which is not using the features of the COTS software, but replacing them.
Good site code means adding code where the COTS provider has originally designed it to be added.
Configuration can also be considered as good site code.
Avoiding customization is, at its core, a communication task. Everyone in the project should
understand its importance, including the top management. A good method of measuring the level
of customisation is needed, which should be automatic if possible. There should also be a decision
process in place to ensure well-considered customisation decisions. Tax Finland agreed on a
maximum level of customisation (20%) in the contract and measured it automatically.

4.9. Cutover and Decommissioning
Cutover and decommissioning (or ramp down) are separate actions, but have common ground in
planning and documentation. There are therefore advantages in planning these activities together.
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Cutover
Cutover means the period of time when the actual change from using legacy systems to using
COTS takes place. This usually happens over several days. Normally it includes the following
steps: stopping the systems, conversion (extracts and loads), approving conversion, manual work
(e.g. manual updates to systems before going live), “smoke testing” (to make sure the most
important functions work) and starting the systems.
Cutover planning should begin with identification of the methods and requirements for cutover
(how many cutovers, system outage demands, one or multiple conversions, customer service
requirements and other business requirements). Doing this together with all the involved areas and
documenting it in detail is highly recommended. Dedicated internal and external communication
personnel should also be included in planning.
The detailed plan should include all the steps needed for supporting a successful go-live.
Depending on the size of the implementation project, the cutover plan can be divided into multiple
sub-plans reflecting the overall organization of the project, e.g. a conversion plan, a technical plan,
a legacy plan, a smoke test plan and a communication plan. The important thing is that every plan
has an owner, who is responsible for creating the plan and conducting it. Cutover should be
practiced in dry-runs and dress rehearsals. Dry-runs are organized walkthroughs of plans, where
all the parties involved go through their tasks. Dress rehearsals are actual executions of the cutover
tasks. The business people who are in key roles when the conversion is approved and the new
implemented functions are smoke tested should participate in the dress rehearsals.
Part of the cutover planning is to create a support plan for the end users. A COTS implementation
project always means updated business processes and new tools for the end users, which requires
a lot of support for the end users after the go-live. It is important to achieve a smooth start and to
create a positive feeling about the new system for the end users to be productive as soon as possible.
This requires that the end users get used to the new system quickly and any issues that prevent
efficient working are resolved. A support plan should be applied through the whole organisation
and should include methods for the detection and correction of errors, communication and the
methods of providing end user support.

Decommissioning
Decommissioning is the task of making the legacy systems, all the data they contain, all their
documentation and the supporting infrastructure unavailable.
Based on the procurement and the contract it should be clear which legacy systems the COTS
system is replacing. If lowering the costs is one of the primary goals of the COTS transformation
project, it is likely that most of the legacy systems will be replaced. A high-level schedule of the
legacy systems' lifecycles should be drafted as part of the COTS transformation planning. Creating
legacy systems decommissioning plans in the same format as cutover plans is highly recommended
to prevent misunderstandings arising during the project.
The key thing in decommission planning is to start early enough while all the legacy expertise is
still available, including business and IT experts. Once the decision to replace legacy systems with
a COTS product is made, there is a high risk that the legacy system experts start looking for new
jobs.
Key questions to consider in decommission planning are whether:
•

there is a need to store existing data outside of the COTS solution

•

the data contains only taxation data or also user log-in data or other data
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•

legislation restricts the deletion of data, systems or related documentation

•

there are contracts that are expiring or technology that will become outdated.

COTS projects tend to take several years and it is necessary to abandon legacy systems as soon as
possible. When the legacy systems are decommissioned, the COTS implementation project can
focus fully on the new system. On the other hand, risks of the COTS implementation project failing
in business critical functions should be considered carefully and the need to keep the legacy
systems running for a short period after the go-live should be evaluated.

4.10. Other lessons learned
Finland's tax legislation is very detailed and in some cases very complicated as well. Complicated
legislation generally leads to a more complicated implementation, but this is true both in a COTS
system and a tailored taxation system. There have not been any parts of the legislation in Finland
that have been impossible to implement. It is also worth remembering that there will always be
taxation experts that think that their jurisdiction or tax type is the most complicated one that exists,
and that it can never be implemented in a COTS system. These experts are a valuable source of
information about the most difficult areas, but they might not necessarily be the ideal personnel to
work full time in an implementation project.
In a transformation project that consists of several phases and implementation projects, it is
important to record the successes and the failures, and evaluate and improve continuously. A good
practice is to have lessons-learned workshops on different areas of the project (requirements,
testing, training, conversion etc.) after every implementation project. External project auditors can
also be used to evaluate and improve the methods, although it is important that the COTS provider
understands and sees the benefit of the changes and that they are mutually agreed upon, since they
will have in-depth experience from previous projects of what it takes to successfully implement
the solution.
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5. Production Support/Maintenance
5.1. Handover from Project to Production Support
Handover is the moment when the project organisation hands over the project results to the
production support organisation. After the handover, the project can be closed and project
personnel released from their project tasks. At this time, the production support organisation is
mature enough to take care of the production. There should be handover criteria in place to
determine whether the handover can happen. These criteria should include the following:
•

Production support organisation has been nominated

•

Production support processes and practices have been defined and trained

•

Production support related contracts are in place

•

Production support related tools are installed, configured and tested

•

Project tasks have been completed

•

Use of the new system has started and stabilised.

5.2. Production Support Model
The goal of the production support organisation is to ensure that the system works reliably and
without errors and serves the needs of the customers and the officers. Any errors need to be fixed
promptly and according to priorities. End-users need to be trained and supported sufficiently.
The Production Support Model describes the work and methods of production support and should
include at least these things: roles and responsibilities of production support; forums and cooperation processes; a process for handling proposals for corrections and changes; and
communication plans.

5.3. Roles and Responsibilities
Product Owner
The product owner is responsible for ensuring that the functionalities of the whole system are
developed consistently, in accordance with the tax administrations strategy and goals and that the
functionalities serve the needs of the business. The product owner keeps track of the new features
of the system and evaluates how to make use of them. He supports the subject matter experts in
making best use of the system and in analysing the impacts of the development proposals.

System Manager
The system manager is responsible for the administration of maintenance work carried out by the
developers and the production support process. The system manager directs and administers the
preparation of development proposals so that the content, potential workload and technical
solutions for all development proposals are available on schedule.
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Subject Matter Experts
Subject matter experts (SMEs) are responsible for the content of the functionality in their area, its
development and its maintenance. They are responsible for ensuring that the content of the
functionality meets both statutory requirements and the tax administration's needs. SMEs are
responsible for ensuring that all proposals for developing functionality are processed and that the
impacts of a development proposal are analysed and prioritised. They are responsible for the
requirements, testing, user instructions and training. Each system area / process should have its
own SMEs, the number of which will depend on the size and complexity of the subject area.

Super Users
Super users are expert users of the system. They are familiar with one of the business processes
and know how to use the system for the needs of the process. Super users provide user support for
the officers; assist users in their daily work; resolve unclear situations; and promote best practices
in the system's utilisation. They also monitor the use of the system and user competence and report
possible needs for additional guidance or training.

Other roles
Depending on the size of the system, other supporting roles might be needed. These roles can
include testing co-ordination, training co-ordination, communication and configuration
management.

5.4. Production Support Process
The identification of necessary corrections and suggestions for improvements can come from
customer feedback, the tax administration's officers, or from new legislative requirements. If
proposals are considered to be worth taking forward, a ticket should be created for each proposal,
in order to keep track of the proposals and record all the necessary information. These tickets
should contain the title (briefly describing the issue); priority (from system critical to low); type
(change, correction etc.); area (system area); and a more detailed description, including an
assessment of the impact of the desired correction or change.
The tickets should be prioritised, first in each area and then across the areas. Product owners,
system managers, subject matter experts and the vendor should decide on regular basis (weekly,
bi-weekly), based on this prioritisation and the available development resources, which tickets
should be moved into development. The available resources for production support should be
agreed beforehand.
It is likely that there will be more tickets waiting than moving into development, since only the
ones that can actually be worked on should be moved into development. Otherwise, the flow of
tickets can be disrupted and everything slows down. A method should be in place for managing the
workload of production support (for example the “Kanban” method which helps to visualise work
flow). Acute bug fixes and disruptions should be processed as urgent. However, the impacts of the
fix should always be assessed.
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6. Last words
Tax Finland's road from tailor-made taxation software applications to one COTS system for all the
tax types and taxation functionalities has been a long one, and is still continuing. So far, Tax
Finland has had four successful implementation projects and is just starting the fifth, and last,
implementation project. Although the biggest benefits will be visible after the last project is
finished, all of the taxation tax types are in COTS, and all the legacy systems can be
decommissioned. Tax Finland has already seen many improvements and significant reductions in
IT costs.
All the implementation projects have had their share of difficulties and moments of despair, but all
the problems have been resolved eventually. Tax Finland has not encountered anything in Finland's
tax legislation that could not be implemented in the COTS system, nor any major issues in
production.
A COTS transformation project is a huge undertaking and it requires continuous commitment and
support from the whole organization. In return for this commitment, the organization gets, in
addition to the COTS system and its benefits, a number of highly experienced and knowledgeable
staff. The amount of knowledge that the people working in the transformation project accumulate
is highly valuable and oftentimes such knowledge does not exist anywhere else in the organization.
Once such experience and expertise has been accumulated, the administration is able to utilize it
in the future as a change force for any task.
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FORUM ON TAX ADMINISTRATION

Introducing a Commercial Off-The-Shelf
Software Solution
Tax administrations are increasingly looking to adapt and modernise their IT systems to make
them more efficient, effective and better able to provide the services that taxpayers increasingly
expect. This can be a difficult undertaking as there are often large numbers of highly integrated
legacy IT systems carrying out different processes which may not always work seamlessly
together. Following detailed market research and after thorough consideration, the Finnish Tax
Administration (Tax Finland) decided to replace its many legacy software systems with a single
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product. The implementation of the COTS solution for Tax Finland
in all its phases took approximately ten years. The experiences and the lessons learnt during the
implementation process are shared by Tax Finland in this handbook as an aid to others considering
similar reforms.

www.oecd.org/tax/forum-on-tax-administration/

